Across:
4. Price when to ________ when she was just 14 years old.
5. The state where Florence Price was born.
9. Many of Prices' compositions have been ________.
10. Price and her family moved to ________ due to heightening racial tensions in their community.
11. How old Price was when she had her first composition published.

Down:
1. Florence was good friends with composer Margaret ______
2. Price composed with ________ inspired melodies.
3. Price played ________ for silent films and orchestrated for a radio station.
6. Florence Price was the first African American woman to have a ________ performed by a major orchestra.
7. Price's ________ was a music teacher.
8. By the time Price was 4 she performed a recital on this instrument.

Word Bank
Lost Piano
Bonds Organ
College Mother
Symphony Arkansas
Blues Fourteen
Chicago